
CURRICULUM VITAE

Proposed role in the project: Key Expert 1: Multimedia Designer
Family name: Mariano
First names: Equizzi
Date of birth: 1970
Nationality: Italian
Civil status: Single
Education:

Edu Ref # Institution [ Date from - Date to ] Degree(s) or Diploma(s) obtained:
Edu Ref # 1 15/09/1989 – 15/05/1995 Law University 5 years degree UNIPA 
Edu Ref # 2 02/09/1995 – 30/07/1999 Three Years degree in Motion Pitcture and TV production

at Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia di Roma
Language skills:  Indicate competence on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 - excellent; 5 - basic)

Language Reading Speaking Writing
Italian Mother Tongue
English 1 1 1
French 2 3 3

Membership of professional bodies: Co founder of Omnia Pictures group, co-founder of Komplex
Other skills: Full computer and internet literacy, CGI expert and visual programming operator
Present position: Multimedia designer
Years within the firm: 7 year
Key qualifications: Media Producer
General Professional Experience: content creator and media manager
Specific Professional Experience: multimedia creator and project writer
Other Qualifications: writer, professional photographer
Digital Works Link: https://vimeo.com/showcase/6130420 

Specific experience in the region:

Country Date from - Date to Country Date from - Date to
Italy 1995 - present

Bulgaria 2013 – present
Japan 2007
Kuwait 2006
USA 2006

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6130420


Professional experience:

Date from – 
Date to

Location Company & Reference Person
(name & contact details)

Position Description

09/2018 – 
present
Ref#1

Bruxelles, 
Belgium

European Union Experts, 
enzo.reali@euexperts.eu   

Analyst, 
consultant and 
project writer

“Enzo Reali”:   Mr. Equizzi puts on concrete execution his law and media studies (culture and production sides) to address problems and needs which requires a divergent thinking and the attitude to
turn all the stones to achieve  results even in the field of social influencing and behavioural twist. His attitude to snoop innovations and fractures in the “Wall” of main stream communication is always
precious to look in different way and from a different perspective scenarios which seems often completely frozen and without viable solution. Imagination, timelessness, fact checking beyond main
stream blurbs are essential attitude in our field and he daily practice all of them in every case arriving on our desks.  His writings are always original and self developed on the base of researches shared
and discussed in the team. His prowess is mainly exercised in the writing from scratch complicated projects where media actions and implementation of communication for innovation and social progress
are the targets to be achieved. For EUE he manages also our web presence.

01/09/2020
present

Rome, Italy Qacademy, info@qacademy.it AR Designer “Francesca Sereno”: Mariano Equizzi taken care of the writings and the full implementation of the call “CONTEMPORANEAMENTE” published by the municipality of Rome. The Project is a three
years augmented reality show run in urban space of the neighbourhood of EUR. The challenge is to foster the knowledge of the mythology among teens and AR users and to twist the cultural
narrative of a zone of Rome which is not on the map of the tourists. On top of that the project implemented a precise strategy to include young actors from all the theatre schools of Rome.

01/2014 –
Present
Ref#2

Italy, 
Bulgaria, 

Omnia Group, info@  omniagroup.eu Multimedia 
Content 
Developer, EU 
projects writer

“Omnia Pictures”:   Mr. Equizzi is working as Content Maker and Projects Writer for: the H2020 Storytech developed with the ICCS-Greece, Politecnico of Turin-Italy and aimed in the creation of
a platform to make swift the creation of content for the multimedia experiences in museums and archaeological areas in Piedmont, Lavrion-Greece and Bulgaria ( sites in Pomorie and Provadia ). He
started a writing activity for CEIPES, Palermo for the H2020 AMIF with the purpose to write a programme  for the inclusion of the Third Country Nationals in Europe through the VET in media and in
journalist activity in order to tell about their condition in the country of provenance and in Europe.  The project is called “Media Beyond Borders” and among its final output there is the creation of a
platform to share and disseminate media content and journalism reportage in the Mediterranean region. Mr. Equizzi excelled in content creation of video and photographies for commercial clients in
different sectors: banks ( Alpha Bank ), retail ( Mr. Bricolage ), tourism ( Dinevi Group ) providing artistic and professional quality and also a quantity of material ready for the constant challenge of Social
Networks population. Www.omniagroup.eu 

05/2012 – 
Present
Ref#3

Italy, USA, 
Greece

Komplex, live cinema group;
paolobigazzialderigi@gmail.com  

Augmented 
Reality Creator

“Komplex LGC”: Mr. Equizzi built-up a paradigm from scratch for the usage of Augmented Reality in urban spaces for the activation of social awareness in a specific urban neighbourhood often
neglected and where are present social crises and lack in culture. The principal pillar of that Paradigm is under the light of the intuitions of the historical avant-gardes of the past century: 
Surrealism, Pataphysics, Fluxus, Internation Situationism and conceptual art. The main challenge of the paradigm is to make collide the arts with the possibiliteis of computer vision, geloloc 
applications, smart cities, digital urban experiences, concrete needs of development and activation of public space which are neglected and shadowed by degradation. The urban surfaces and 
also the skyline are actuators of visual cinematic experiences over the smartphone of user. The construction of the digital experience is based on a specific chain of tasks based on the deep 
understanding of the area from many sides: anthropological , sociological, cultural and even political. The produced content is in resonance with specific narratives linked with the urban 
environment, its myths and mysteries. The Paradigm produced experiences in the following: Milan, Perugia, Columbia-USA, Athens-USA, Athens-Greece, Pesaro, Palermo, Albuquerque-USA, 
Turin, Sant'Antioco-Sardinia, Los Angeles, Catania-Italy, Sofia-BG, Ustica-Italy, L'Aquila-Italy. The Paradigm is also  disseminated in the following workshops in order to share to students and 
professionals the idea that augmented reality is a media ready to be used for the urban area activation: L'Aquila for the Dept. of Comparative literature at UNIVAQ, at Politecnico of Turin 
Engineering of Cinema department, in Sant'Antioco during the activities of the Festival “Passaggi Mediterranei”.  Www.komplex.city  in https://giphy.com/komplex the project reached almost 54 
millions utilizations out of storytelling animations. 

09/2009 – 
10/2013
Ref#4

Italy RCS, Milano;  
rosannabrambilla3@gmail.com

Content 
developer and 
maker

“Rosanna Brambilla-Editor in Chief of Bravacasa”: Mr. Equizzi created the I-Mag version of the monthly magazine BRAVACASA. He created the UI and the tactile experience of the digital
version of the magazine and keeping the tradition of clarity and honesty that the historical brand had. His main attention is focused on the followings: (i) every issue different visual engagement,
(ii)  rich video  content  based on the  photographic  materials  already  snapped  in order  to  capitalize  it  in  different  channels,  (iii)  video  interviews built  around  the  concept  of  real  world
representation,  (iiii) special emotional  multimedia content to stress the heritage of Italian Design.  For Bravacasa Mr. Equizzi created also the concept and the content of toi architectural
projection: in Milano at  Pinacoteca di Brera, closing event of the Milan Design Week 2011 and it was dedicated to the light in the Alchemist Arts and the architectural projection was set at FORI
IMPERIALI, Rome created for MEET DESIGN and dedicated to the history of Italian design and cinema with the special collaboration of SURF FILM which provided movie content from the history
of cinema. In his work Mr. Equizzi always given maximum attention to the elevation and fostering of the awareness about the Italian tradition in industrial design and craft.

05/2015 – 
06/2015
Ref#5

Italy Festival del Cinema di Pesaro;
pesaro@pesarofilmfest.it 

Augmented 
Reality Creator

“Festival del cinema di Pesaro”: Mr. Equizzi created an Augmented Reality Experience for the audience of the Festival with the purpose to activate the main square of Pesaro which is the
main location of the Festival during the evening. The experience created by Mr. Equizzi through the use of Augmented Reality bestowed to the square a different meaning transforming each
surface in a screen where appear a cinematic experience. The main topic of this “augmented film” is based on the intuitions of Alfred Jarry and Robbe Grillet, thoughts and quotes puzzling and
humorous. This specific approach in Augmented Reality is aimed to the empowering of the people in the urban space where surfaces are source of narrations, cultural suggestions and imaginary.
http://www.pesarofilmfest.it/report-on-the-probability-phi-2293?lang=en 

1/10/2015 – 
30/10/2015
Ref#6

Italy Politecnico di Torino, Ingegneria del
cinema;
sara.monaci@polito.it 

Workshop 
Helmer

“Prof Sara Monaci, POLITO”  : Mr. Equizzi explained to the students of the course “Engineer of Cinema” his paradigm in the usage of Augmented Reality in urban spaces and to do so he
stemmed: (i) understanding of surfaces and movement of the society in a specific neighbourhood, (ii) usage of computer software for the elaboration of the photographic content and the
production of animations, (iii) usage of the CMS for the implementation of AR, (iiii) strategies of dissemination and social engagement of the audience to foster the use of the application and to
drive te audience in the across the urban space. The workshop was shaped in 5 days: in the first day the theoretical part of the paradigm was explained in 60 slides which bound avant-gardes,
technology and sociological needs related to urban spaces and the living society which inhabit it; the idea of smart city cannot separate itself from the insights of Walter Benjamin about
flaneurism and perception of time in the cityscape, nevertheless the sense of wonder and the Arcades syndrome has to be understood in order to create Augmented Reality able to seduce the
imaginary  of  the  audience.  Mr.  Equizzi  disseminated  his  paradigm  to  30  students  which  provided  specific  augmented  reality  narrative  projects  set  in  the  urban  area  or  Turin.  
http://www.politocomunica.polito.it/events/appuntamenti/(idnews)/6713 

1/03/2017 - 
Present
Ref#7

Italy Ass. Cult. Radio Ros Brera, Milano;
info@radiorosbrera.com 

Co-Founder of 
the web radio 
and content 
manager

“Cultural Association RADIO ROS BRERA”  : Mr. Equizzi implemented the main media channel of the cultural association: a webradio following the “ European Agenda For Music” and its 5
musical rights. The scope of this activity is to create a platform open 24/7 to listen the best and more unlistened music produced all over Europe in the field of Jazz and its rivulets. Mr. Equizzi
built up a network of music label, musicians and event organizers able to achieve a constant dissemination of the of the underrepresented work of thousands of musicians from all over Europe. In
facts and results in terms of statistics the project RRB ( Radio Ros Brera ) is today the most representative Jazz radio in Italy, recognized by the National Jazz Federation and by the European
Jazz Network  . The project is in the wake of the implementation of the cohesion of arts and media production among musicians in Europe. www.radiorosbrera.com 

5/10/1999 – 
31/05/2003
Ref#8

Italy Interact, Rome;
sandro.costa@interact.it

Multimedia 
Content producer

“Interact, Rome”: Mr. Equizzi created all the digital multimedia content for the portal “thenexttext” co-created in terms of concept with Emiliano Farinella. Equizzi created and produced all the
content for the growing audience of the genre-cultures on line, it was a peculiar timing in which the project was developed, the so called fandom ( fan+domain ) was moving its firsts steps on
the digital world and the main technologies used in the visualization of content where mainly FLASH and the early video streaming service. In those years without social networks “The Next Text”
defined the road map and the procedural tasks to populate digital space with rich-scripted-content, video streaming, interactive animation with video and all these elements and technologies
were smartly interwoven with an audience which was naturally interested to it. The portal was covering all the literary popular genres: thriller, scifi, speculative fiction and comics. The portal was
having a constant output of content production that Mr. Equizzi managed and produced completely in solo.

25/10/2017 – 
2710/2017
(8 MM)

Portugal University of Lisbon Center for 
English Studies (ULICES)
School of Arts and Humanities; 

Lecture “Prof.  Anabele Duarte”  :  Mr.  Equizzi presented a lecture about Augmented Reality as a technology able to make real the avant-gardes of the past century, its lecture starts from the
L’esthapéïrisme  of Roland Sabatier in order to stress the proof that modern immersive and urban based technologies are actuators of the theories expressed by the stakeholders of the past in
the field of arts and literatures. Mr. Equizzi is mainly devoted to intercept ideas and hints of European heritage from the avant-gardes and to implement them in the now with cutting edge
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Ref#9 Anabela Duarte 
invisiblerepubliconference@gm
ail.com 

technologies and also in urban environment which often are neglected. To scheme this process we consider the art current of LETTRISME and its search for “super sensitivities” and that is still the
purpose of the technological advancement in the media sector; to offer “super power” to the users. Mr. Equizzi's lecture bridged the present status of the computer vision with: (i) the instances of
innovation in the representation of narrative content, (ii) the need of audience empowerment through a technology usable in the urban space, (iii) the purpose to create actions and experience to
twist the perception of urban and rural space in a positive manner even for the stakeholders.

12/10/2011–
13/10/2011 
Ref#10

Italy Mr. Lory Muratti
lorymuratti@gmail.com
2LProduction Palermo
lucaliggio@me.com 

Video Director “Lory Muratti”: Mr. Equizzi created a video work to express the moody and crepuscular relationship between the literary works of Lory Muratti and the music of the same author, the both are 
deeply linked with the rural environment of the Varese's Lake in Lombardy, its society and the cultural worlds living around the lake, it's like a planet very close to Milan but in the same time very 
far and in a way mysterious and elegant in a peculiar way.

01/07/2005
31/08/2005
Ref#11

USA 2LProduction Palermo
lucaliggio@me.com 

Video Director “2LP Production”: Mr. Equizzi shot in New York city a documentary about the US pain and drugs management system which cages the patient into a situation of controlled addiction which
hardly could be solved by the patient. The work touches the human, social and family and professional POVs telling a story about a movie producer who lost his dreams because of legal drugs to
manage his back pain. Equizzi succeeded to enter even in the surgery room and to give a compelling and uncompromising vision of a delicate human condition.

29-
30/05/2015
Ref#12

Germany Disruption Network lab, Berlin
tbazz@disruptionlab.org 

Lecture “DNL, Berlin”: Mr. Equizzi brought in our programme's conference a multimedia lecture to explain the root and the pillar of his work throughout 20 years, the lecture started from the cultural
condition in which Sicily was lying across the '70ies and the '80ies, it was an environment where mafia and counter-mafia were the only players in the production of arts and culture and that
ominous condition created a stigma on every art operator active and struggling in those times. In thas venue from the late '80ies Mariano Equizzi chosen the road of innovation in content and
process producing video works related to speculative fiction literature and deeply inpsired to the so called “Brit new wave” of the late '70ies. Fostered by the community of Italian web based fan
his work became important to understand the currents and the waves of the moment in which digital technologies and post-modern literaturs entered in the media creation in Italy and in a way
moved forward the culture of the country. https://youtu.be/Hc5vxYWrQ98 

03-
07/10/2016
Ref#13

Italy Human Science Dep. UNIVAQ, 
L'Aquila, Prof. Mirko Lino
miroslawit@yahoo.it 

Workshop  “Prof. Mirko Lino, UNIVAQ”: Mr. Equizzi driven our student in the use of Augmented Reality in urban space having as a pillar many of the artistic avant-gardes of the past century and also
the some post modern currents like FLUXUS and Conceptual art. A very well structured theoretical part make the Paradigm solidly rooted with the European cultural heritage. The students
followed the process of writing, creating and programming the Augmented Reality set in the main locations of L'Aquila. The main inspiration of the experience is the literature of H.P. Lovecraft
and the hypothesis of the VLF waves considered as meaningful signal in the detection of heartquakes. The workshop was linked with the annual event “night of the science”. The workshop
focused the attention of the students in the creation of AR using as a compass the literature and so then considering the AR as a media like cinema which transpose traditional media in screened
media.  During  the  elaboration  of  the  workshop  and  its  materials  the  terms  “Surfacing  Media”  emerged  like  the  better  term  to  identify  the  AR  in  urban  space.
http://www.univaq.it/include/utilities/blob.php?table=evento&id=532&item=allegato_1 

Publications: 

Present in www.academia.edu for his researches and thinking related to new media and immersive urban technologies.

2021
https://luissuniversitypress.it/pubblicazioni/storytelling-digitale/ 

2014
SCREEN CITY JOURNAL 3, ISSN 2281-1516
It's an academic journal dedicated to the augmented reality project “Komplex,28”
http://screencitylab.net/journal/issues.html 

2001
SCIENCEPLUSFICTION, edited by Lindau, Italy, ISBN10: 8871803698 
Written contribution on the relationship between new media and Sci-Fi

2002
SPACE, edited by Lindau, Italy, ISBN10: 8871804376
Written contribution about the new spaces for Sci-Fi story telling in mobile devices.

2010-2013
Bravacasa, Italy
Columnist on the topic of design and new technologies.

2001
Cyberpunk artisan
Panel  of the “Future Film Festival”, Bologna, Italy 2001
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    2000
    Interview: conversazioni intorno al cinema, written by Giona Nazzaro
   It's present a complete interview of Mariano Equizzi
   http://www.isbns.sh/isbn/9788887374414 

http://www.isbns.sh/isbn/9788887374414

